Comparing lagged linear methods for uncovering associations in EHR data
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Abstract

Time series analysis methods have been shown to reveal clinical and biological associations in data collected in the electronic health record. We wish to develop reliable high-throughput methods for identifying adverse drug effects that are easy to implement and produce readily interpretable results. To move toward this goal, we used univariate and multivariate lagged regression models to investigate associations between twenty pairs of drug orders and laboratory measurements. Multivariate lagged regression models exhibited higher sensitivity and specificity than univariate lagged regression in the 20 examples, and incorporating autoregressive terms for labs and drugs produced more robust signals in cases of known associations. Moreover, including inpatient admission terms in the model attenuated the signals for some cases of unlikely associations, suggesting that multivariate lagged regression models’ explicit handling of context-based variables provides a simple way to probe for health-care processes that confound analyses of EHR data.

Introduction

With the increasing collection and storage of patient electronic health data around the world comes a proportionally growing impetus to use that information to improve clinical care. We hope to move towards reliable high-throughput methods for determining adverse drug effects that can be applied to large clinical data repositories, like that collected by Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI), which contains over 600 million patient records [1]. Many research inquiries can be satisfied with simple determinations of whether a patient ever had a particular condition, and it is often sufficient to consider events that occur over relevant time windows with respect to a condition of interest [2]. However, it can be useful to consider methods with the potential to reveal fine temporal structure in EHR data, and recent advances in such methods have been applied to machine-learning approaches during phenotyping [3,4], pattern discovery [5–7], temporal abstraction over intervals [8], and dynamic Bayesian networks [9]. Many of these approaches to time-series analysis rely on assumptions of stationarity (roughly, having consistent mean and variance through a time window of interest) that are frequently broken by clinical data. This issue is compounded by the simple fact that patients are sampled with greater frequency when they are ill [10].

Our past work has revealed informative results about temporal processes in the EHR by applying lagged linear correlation to time series constructed using linear temporal interpolation and intra-patient normalization of clinical signout note and laboratory test data [11]. Similarly, time-delayed mutual information reveal lagged linear structure as well as nonlinear dynamical processes related to physiology [12,13] despite EHR-data complexities and homogeneity among patient populations [14–17]. Our most recent efforts to characterize temporal processes in the EHR are motivated by our previous findings that 1) temporal clinical and physiologic processes can be described through lagged linear correlation of concepts extracted from signout notes and laboratory values [11], 2) time series data, under some clinical circumstances, are better parameterized by their raw sequence than their clock measurements [17], and 3) health-care process events such as inpatient admission are systematically correlated with concepts and laboratory values [18].

Methods

In this study, we used multivariate distributed lag models to incorporate additional context-related variables in lagged linear analysis of temporal processes to better characterize both intended and unintended physiologic effects of drugs. In order to broaden the applicability of the method, we designed a time series preparation methodology that can use drug-order records as inputs, which, unlike physician notes, are readily available in data collected by OHDSI. As part of optimizing time series construction methods, we investigated the effects of two pre-processing steps: intra-patient normalization of laboratory tests and different data preparation strategies (e.g. regressing on
differences between interpolated values of the time series). In order to evaluate these methods, we applied them to twenty pairings of drugs and laboratory measurements.

We used the 27-year-old clinical data warehouse at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, which contains electronic health records for over 3 million patients, to examine pairwise relationships between drug order records and laboratory measurements. The subset of data used is also available in OMOP CDM v4. We considered five drugs—simvastatin, amphotericin B, spironolactone, and warfarin—and four laboratory tests (total creatine kinase (CK), creatinine, potassium, and hemoglobin), and a patient cohort was identified for each of the 20 drug-lab pairs in the experiment. We identified eight drug-lab pairs for which existing clinical evidence suggests significant physiologic associations; we did not find conclusive evidence for associations between the remaining 12 drug-lab pairs.

Because our goal is to minimize bias and confounding, we employed two techniques to minimize bias. We used a particular form of lagged regression, known as Granger causality [19], to assess the effect of one variable (drug) over another (laboratory measurement) beyond that accounted for by the target variable’s autocorrelation. We used an extension of Granger causality, vector autoregression [20], to also account for a third variable (inpatient admission) as an example of a health care process confounder. We performed 100 iterations of a bootstrap by sampling patients with replacement in order to obtain confidence intervals for estimated coefficients. In our evaluation, we focus on the estimates of lagged drug coefficients, and evaluate the effect of additional variables not by examining their coefficients directly, but rather by evaluating how their presence affected the drug coefficients.

After performing a univariate lagged linear regression, we considered a simple multivariate lagged regression that only incorporates lagged drug values, and jointly estimates all lagged drug coefficients, which we refer to as the “multivariate lagged drug model”. We then evaluated how adding lagged terms to represent previous laboratory values affects drug coefficients by fitting a multivariate autoregressive drug and lab model in the form of Granger causality [19]. We also introduce an additional context variable to represent the inpatient admission timeline, and fit a further augmented multivariate autoregressive drug, lab, and context model in vector autoregression form [20]. Each lagged variable had 30 lagged terms, for which each lag represented one unit in sequence time. So, the “autoregressive drug, lab, and context” model uses the last 30 interpolated laboratory values, the last 30 interpolated drug values, and the last 30 interpolated admission values from the constructed time series to predict a present measurement. This alignment of previous data is performed for each laboratory measurement, and is aggregated within each patient, then across patients, creating a matrix with 91 columns (90 explanatory values and 1 predicted value) and a length equivalent to the number of qualifying laboratory measurements in the cohort.

Results

By developing a method for constructing time series of continuous and categorical variables, we were able to compare univariate and multivariate lagged regression models that incorporate lab measurements, drug orders, and inpatient admissions. Both univariate and multivariate lagged methods performed best, overall, with intra-patient normalized laboratory values, and multivariate methods performed best when “differences” were used during pre-processing stages. All multivariate methods identified the same six out of eight expected physiologic effects documented in clinical literature, whereas the univariate approach identified five. Adding variables that describe patient context (lagged lab measurements and lagged admission events) increased the number and magnitude of significant drug coefficients in the expected cases and improved discrimination against unlikely associations. We found that adding context-based variables to autoregressive models allowed for explicit handling of confounding variables and provided a simple way to evaluate the temporal effects of ordered drugs on physiology.

Conclusion

By comparing univariate and multivariate lagged regression models, we established methods for timeline construction that yielded consistent results across model implementations. We found that drug effects were best characterized, as compared to clinical literature, by multivariate lagged models that incorporate drug orders, laboratory measurements, and inpatient admission events. These results suggest that simple autoregressive models of commonly available EHR data can be used to detect real physiologic drug effects in the presence of confounding health-care processes.
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